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Abstract

Objective—This study examined the reliability and potential biases of two urine collection methods from which cotinine measures were obtained and the validity of memory-based parental reports of their children’s exposure to environmental tobacco smoke (ETS).

Design—Structured interviews were conducted with mothers of infants and young children to obtain memory-based estimates of recent ETS exposure. Urine samples were collected through standard and cotton roll collection methods for cotinine analysis.

Setting—All interviews took place at an off-campus research facility. Urine samples were collected at the study office or the subjects’ homes.

Participants—Mothers were recruited from San Diego county sites of the Women, Infants, and Children (WIC) Supplemental Food and Nutrition Program. Sample 1 (infants) consisted of eight boys and eight girls aged 1–44 months (mean = 12.6 months). Sample 2 (children) included 10 boys and 10 girls aged 3–8 years (mean = 61.2 months).

Main outcome measures—Urine cotinine and memory-based parent reports of ETS exposure from structured interviews.

Results—There was overall high reliability for urine cotinine measures and no effect of collection method on urine cotinine levels. Memory-based reports obtained from smoking mothers showed moderately strong and consistent linear relationships with urine cotinine measures of their infants and children (r = 0.50 to r = 0.63), but not for reports obtained from non-smoking mothers.

Conclusions—Memory-based parental reports of short-term ETS exposure can play an important role in quantifying ETS exposure in infants and children.

Introduction

Environmental tobacco smoke (ETS) refers to the diluted sidestream and exhaled smoke released into the atmosphere when cigarettes are smoked. Over the past decade, several reports have concluded that ETS exposure is linked to disease and death.\(^1\)\(^2\) ETS exposure in infancy and childhood is particularly harmful because it alters lung function and structure and creates changes known to predispose children to long-term pulmonary risks.\(^2\)

Currently, there is no means by which the harmful components of ETS can be directly measured in the organs of interest—for example, the lungs.\(^1\) Therefore, researchers have developed indirect measures of ETS exposure, generally categorised as self-reports, biological markers, and environmental air monitors. These measures differ considerably in terms of reliability, validity, potential biases, cost, and ease of administration.

Because infants cannot provide reports of their ETS exposure, researchers have relied on memory-based proxy reports—for example, of the presence or absence of a smoker living in the home, or parental, or other residents’ smoking rates.\(^1\)\(^5\)\(^7\) Although parental reports of exposure magnitude of their older children (over six years old, for example) has demonstrated acceptable reliability and validity,\(^8\)\(^9\) the same has not yet been documented for young children and infants. In general, proxy reports are subject to the same sources of error and bias associated with self-reports and discussed in the literature.\(^1\)\(^4\)\(^10\)\(^12\)

Memory-based proxy reports, for instance, may be questioned because of the social desirability not to expose an infant to ETS, and because of limitations in the reporter’s ability to estimate accurately the duration, proximity, or frequency of exposure, and to accurately report potentially important physical characteristics of the exposure setting, such as air ventilation or air conditioning. Nevertheless, memory-based proxy reports of ETS exposure in infants and young children may be the only available and affordable source of information about ETS exposure for epidemiological research and clinical practice.

Cotinine, the major proximate metabolite of nicotine, is the most widely used biological marker of ETS exposure and can be detected in saliva, blood, urine, semen, and hair.\(^10\)\(^13\)\(^14\) Even though biological markers such as cotinine are unaffected by many of the sources of potential bias and error found in memory-based reports of ETS exposure, biomarkers are not without shortcomings.
Although the presence of cotinine indicates that a person has been exposed to nicotine, the amount of cotinine may not be directly related to the amount of the disease-causing constituents, such as benzo(a)pyrene, to which a person was exposed. The concentration of cotinine in non-smokers is affected not only by ETS exposure but also by individual differences in the uptake, distribution, metabolism, and excretion of nicotine. In breastfeeding infants, cotinine concentration is also influenced by the mothers’ frequency of breastfeeding, smoking behaviour, ETS exposure, and use of nicotine replacement therapies. In addition, the half life of cotinine renders these measures capable of estimating ETS exposure over a relatively short period of time (two to three days from fluids, possibly a few months from hair), whereas many health effects may result from long-term exposure (months to years).

When measuring ETS exposure in the field through biological markers, intrusiveness and convenience are additional important considerations, and are further complicated when measuring exposure among infants. In general, measures of biological markers are more likely to be subject to sample contamination when obtained in the field rather than the lab. This is particularly a concern for detecting the presence of and measuring changes in low-level ETS exposure in infants. Measuring cotinine and nicotine concentration in hair samples may not be feasible in many infants with minimal new hair growth. Moreover, because nicotine and cotinine in hair samples provide a measure of longer term ETS exposure (approximately one month of exposure per centimetre of hair) it is not suited for measuring very recent exposure or short-term change (three to four days).

Drawing blood in infants is frequently avoided because of difficulties in collecting sufficient amounts and because of the distress it causes infants and their parents. Saliva is a viable source of cotinine. It is relatively easy to collect in older children and adults, but more difficult to obtain from infants as the subject’s cooperation is required. Salivary cotinine levels are similar to those in serum, so relatively large volumes (at least 1 ml for a single analysis) are required for assessing low-level ETS exposure. Saliva is more subject to contamination than either serum or urine samples. Thus although saliva and serum are feasible alternatives, urine is often preferred for infant cotinine assays because it provides a more convenient and less intrusive means of collection. Because cotinine concentrations in various biological fluids are highly correlated (r > 0.80), the concentration in urine provides a representative measure of exposure found in other biological fluids. For clinical and epidemiological research purposes the search for acceptable measures of ETS exposure has yet to be completed. Reliable and valid measures with at least interval-level scaling are needed to allow progress in determining minimum exposure levels for disease risk estimation, and to allow for more accurate assessment of change in ETS reduction trials. Development of field measures which are reliable, valid, economical, and practical for large-scale use remains to be accomplished.

This study contributes to the development of ETS exposure measures in infants and young children in the field by (a) examining the reliability of urine cotinine measures, (b) studying the potential effect of two urine collection methods on cotinine measures, and (c) exploring the relationship of urine cotinine measures with memory-based parental reports of ETS exposure in two samples of infants and children.

Methods

SUBJECTS

Sample 1: infants
Subjects were eight boys and eight girls aged 1–44 months (mean = 12.6 months). Seven were Asian-American, five were non-Hispanic Anglo, one was Hispanic, one was African-American, and two children were of unknown ethnicity. Subjects were recruited from a WIC (Women, Infants, and Children Supplemental Food and Nutrition Program) site in San Diego county. Clients completed screening forms during regular WIC visits. Mothers with children from 0–4 years were contacted by telephone and asked to participate. Breastfeeding mothers were excluded. Five mothers reported no ETS exposure over the past week, and eight mothers reported that they were non-smokers.

Sample 2: children
Subjects were 10 boys and 10 girls aged 3–8 years (mean = 61.2 months). Nineteen children were of Hispanic ethnicity. The remaining child was non-Hispanic Anglo. Five subjects were recruited from a WIC site in San Diego county. These subjects’ mothers provided referrals for 14 subjects, and one subject was recruited from a community clinic. All mothers reported that their children were exposed to ETS during the past week, and 13 mothers were non-smokers.

URINE COLLECTION

Sample 1
For infants wearing diapers (nappies) (n = 11), urine samples were collected using a sterile paediatric urine collection bag (Pedibag 14-5501, Kendall Medical Products, Mansfield, Massachusetts). The bag was taped around the genital area, and the child’s regular diaper was worn over the bag. For toilet-trained children (n = 5), urine samples were collected using standard urine collection cups. To obtain a minimum of 30 ml of urine, up to four voids were combined if necessary (seven of 16 infants). Although multiple voids were usually collected within three hours, voids collected up to three days apart had to be combined because of scheduling conflicts for three children. Samples were obtained at the study office (n = 10) or at subjects’ homes (n = 6). Samples were frozen immediately when collected at the study office at −20°C, or immediately after returning to the office from

Sample 2
home visits. In the instances where multiple voids were collected over a day apart, the previously collected sample was thawed to room temperature and combined with the new sample and then re-frozen.

Study personnel used a pipette to transfer urine collected from the Pedibaig into two standard urine collection cups. Under the standard urine collection method, a sterile syringe was used to withdraw urine from the first cup and to express it into two sterile 5 ml plastic vials, yielding two identical urine replications.

Cotton rolls placed in the diaper are the preferred means of obtaining urine samples in infants without the inconvenience and high failure rate—particularly in infant girls—of a pediatric collection bag. Therefore, it was important to test for potential sources of contamination caused by the use of cotton rolls. Samples of cotton rolls were pre-screened to confirm the absence of any detectable cotinine contamination. Under the cotton roll collection method, study personnel soaked a clean cotton dental roll in the urine from the second collection cup. Next the cotton roll was placed in a sterile 20 gauge syringe and expressed into two sterile 5 ml plastic vials. This was repeated with a second cotton roll and a new syringe, yielding two replication samples.

Sample 2
The older children of sample 2 were asked to urinate into standard collection cups, yielding a minimum of 30 ml of urine in a single void for all 20 children. Samples were obtained at the subjects’ homes (n = 19) or at the community clinic (n = 1). A sterile pipette was used to transfer equal amounts of urine from collection cups to four 10 ml plastic test tubes, yielding four urine replications.

In summary, for infants in sample 1, cotinine values were reported for two urine bag samples and two cotton roll samples. For children in sample 2, cotinine values were reported for four collection cup samples.

COTININE ANALYSES
Samples were transported in an ice chest to the study office, where they were immediately frozen in a standard freezer (−20°C). Each vial and test tube was labelled with a different randomly assigned identification number for laboratory use to mask samples collected from the same subjects. Batched samples were packed in dry ice and shipped via overnight delivery to the Air Toxicants Branch at the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC), Atlanta, Georgia, USA, for analysis. All samples were assayed by a modification of a high-performance liquid chromatography and atmospheric pressure chemical ionisation tandem mass spectrometry method (HPLC API MS/MS) that had been previously developed for the analysis of cotinine in serum.23

All samples were analysed twice in separate runs, and each run included duplicate water blank and urine pool control samples. All runs remained in control throughout this study, and all sample duplicates demonstrated good agreement. The target value for the urine control pool was 12.9 ng/ml, and the observed result from all runs in this series was 12.97 ng/ml (SD 0.663 ng/ml), relative standard deviation (RSD) = 5.1%, n=18. The mean concentration from the duplicate assays was reported in each case for the unknown samples and all results were above the detection limit for this assay (approximately 0.05 ng/ml).

MEMORY-BASED MEASURES OF TOBACCO EXPOSURE
The degree of exposure was operationalised as the number of cigarettes smoked in the same room as the child. Smoking mothers reported the child’s exposure to ETS from herself and from all others in the home or elsewhere over the previous 48 hours and the previous week. Non-smoking mothers reported the child’s exposure from the other parent and from all others in the home or elsewhere over the previous 48 hours and the previous week.

Mothers were told that their children’s urine samples would be analysed to determine the amount of tobacco smoke to which their child had been exposed, thereby possibly enhancing the truthfulness and accuracy of memory-based measures.24 25 The following memory-based measures of smoking and exposure were collected from mothers.

- 48-Hour total exposure: total number of cigarettes to which the child was reportedly exposed over the previous 48 hours
- One-week total exposure: total number of cigarettes to which the child was exposed over the previous week.
- 48-Hour parent exposure: number of cigarettes smoked by the “parent” to which the child was exposed over the previous 48 hours. If the mother smoked, this was a self-report; otherwise, the mother estimated the exposure caused by the other parent.
- One-week parent exposure: number of cigarettes smoked by the “parent” to which the baby or child was exposed over the previous week. If the mother smoked, this was also a self-report; otherwise, the mother estimated the exposure caused by the other parent.

STATISTICAL ANALYSES
All data were checked for data-entry and copying errors before analysis with SPSS version 6.1 and SAS version 6.12. Outlying cotinine values were double-checked with the CDC laboratory to rule out clerical errors. For all statistical analyses, cotinine values were subjected to a log10 transformation to control for increased variability among higher cotinine values. Unless noted otherwise, cotinine values reported in the results section have been untransformed by exponentiation. Analyses of variance were conducted to assess potential effects of collection method on cotinine measures. Pearson product–moment correlations were computed to assess correspondence between parental reports of ETS exposure and urine cotinine measures.
Results

RELIABILITY OF URINE COTININE MEASURE

Sample 1: cotton and standard collection methods in infants
To examine the reliability of the cotinine measures obtained from the cotton and standard collection methods, intra-class correlations were computed for the cotinine measures obtained from standard and cotton collection methods. The reliabilities are Rel = 0.9968 and Rel = 0.9845, respectively. The corresponding standard errors of measurement (SEM = 0.00498 ng/ml for the standard and cotton roll collection methods, respectively. This translates into 95% confidence intervals (CIs) of 4.63 to 6.91 and 3.68 to 8.71 for individual cotinine measures at 5.66 ng/ml (mean in sample 1) using the standard and cotton methods, respectively. For an individual cotinine measure at 20 ng/ml (high exposure level), 95% CI = 16.37 to 24.43 for the standard collection method and 95% CI = 13.00 to 30.77 for the cotton collection methods. That is, the actual urine cotinine levels are expected to fall within these intervals in 95 out of 100 measures.

Sample 2: standard collection method in young children
The intra-class correlation is 0.9997 in sample 2, yielding SEM = 0.004928 ng/ml. For individual cotinine measures of 2.06 ng/ml (average in sample 2), 95% CI = 2.01 to 2.11. For an individual cotinine measure at 20 ng/ml (high exposure level), 95% CI = 19.56 to 20.45.

EFFECTS OF COTTON ROLL V STANDARD URINE COLLECTION METHODS

To examine whether the cotton roll method yields cotinine levels that differ systematically from those obtained from the more reliable standard collection method, a 2 (urine collection method) × 2 (replication) repeated measures analysis of variance was conducted in sample 1. The table shows sample means and standard deviations. This analysis revealed no statistically significant method main effect (F(1,55) = 0.76; p = 0.40), suggesting that using cotton rolls to collect urine does not systematically affect level of urine cotinine measured. It should be noted that the relatively small sample size underlying this analysis (n = 16)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>SD</th>
<th>Minimum</th>
<th>Maximum</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sample 1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cotton 1</td>
<td>5.25</td>
<td>6.03</td>
<td>0.1700</td>
<td>52.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cotton 2</td>
<td>5.50</td>
<td>6.31</td>
<td>0.0850</td>
<td>44.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Standard 1</td>
<td>5.89</td>
<td>5.75</td>
<td>0.1170</td>
<td>51.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Standard 2</td>
<td>6.03</td>
<td>5.62</td>
<td>0.0740</td>
<td>53.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sample 2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Replication 1</td>
<td>2.48</td>
<td>3.36</td>
<td>0.1760</td>
<td>65.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Replication 2</td>
<td>2.47</td>
<td>3.32</td>
<td>0.1410</td>
<td>65.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Replication 3</td>
<td>2.43</td>
<td>3.38</td>
<td>0.1750</td>
<td>67.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Replication 3</td>
<td>2.45</td>
<td>3.34</td>
<td>0.1560</td>
<td>66.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Samples 1 and 2 combined</td>
<td>3.56</td>
<td>4.59</td>
<td>0.1095</td>
<td>66.2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

48-Hour total exposure

Figure 1 shows a scatterplot of urine cotinine and memory-based estimates of the total number of cigarettes to which the child was exposed over the previous 48 hours. Parental reported total exposure over the previous 48 hours ranged from none to 92 cigarettes, with a median exposure level of 6.5 cigarettes (mean = 18.4). The linear relationship between urine cotinine and memory-based reports was r = 0.2760 (r² = 0.0762; p = 0.103) with a cluster of potential “false-positive cases” (low urine cotinine and high memory-based exposure report) as well as some potential “false-
negative” cases (high urine cotinine and low memory-based exposure report).

Closer examination revealed that all seven potential false-positive cases involved non-smoking mothers reporting exposure caused by others (indicated by the open circle in figure 1). That is, non-smoking mothers tended to report higher levels of exposure than one would expect based on the levels of cotinine observed in the infants’ urine. Alternatively, urine cotinine levels from children of non-smoking mothers are lower than one would expect based on the mothers’ reported exposure levels (see figure 1). When reports by non-smoking mothers were excluded from the analyses, the proportion of shared variance between urine cotinine levels and memory-based exposure levels increased substantially to $r^2 = 0.4022$ ($r = 0.6342; p = 0.008$). Total exposure over the previous 48 hours for this subsample ranged from none to 92 with a median exposure level of 7.5 cigarettes (mean 17.9).

To examine how well urine cotinine levels and memory-based reports can be predicted from each other (excluding non-smoking parents), the standard errors of estimates (SEE) were obtained ($\text{SEE} = s_e(1-r^2_{XY})^{1/2}$). They were $\text{SEE} = 0.4068$ for predicting cotinine from parental reported ETS exposure and $\text{SEE} = 0.1924$ for predicting the parental reported ETS exposure based on urine cotinine. For a predicted cotinine level of an individual subject at an average exposure level (8.85 ng/ml), the standard error of estimate yielded a 95% CI of 1.4 to 55.5. That is, if memory-based reports of total exposure over the previous 48 hours were used to predict urine cotinine at 8.85, in 95% of these predictions the observed urine cotinine level would fall between 1.4 ng/ml and 55.5 ng/ml. Correspondingly, predicting number of cigarettes to which the child was reportedly exposed based on urine cotinine yielded a 95% CI of 0 to 55.6.

We also explored the relationship between creatinine-adjusted cotinine measures and memory-based parental reports. However, creatinine-adjusted cotinine showed systematically lower correlations with parental reports than the unadjusted cotinine measures—for example, $r = 0.40 \text{ vs } r = 0.49$ for ETS exposure over the previous 48 hours—even though the correlation between creatinine-adjusted and unadjusted cotinine measures was $r = 0.84$.

Because the unadjusted cotinine measures appear to be more closely related to parents’ memory-based reports of ETS exposure, we are reporting validity analyses based on the unadjusted cotinine measures.

**Total exposure over the previous week**

Figure 2 shows a scatterplot of urine cotinine and the memory-based estimates of the total number of cigarettes to which the child was reportedly exposed during the previous week, excluding reports from non-smoking parents. Total exposure over the previous week ranged from none to 388 with a median exposure level of 43 cigarettes (mean 80.2). The linear relationship between urine cotinine and memory-based reports was $r = 0.6164$ ($r^2 = 0.3799; p = 0.011$).

**Exposure to parents’ cigarettes over the previous 48 hours**

Exposure over the previous 48 hours to the cigarettes smoked by parents ranged from none to 20 cigarettes with a median exposure level of 3.5 and a mean of 5.0 cigarettes. The linear relationship between urine cotinine and memory-based reports was $r = 0.5660$ ($r^2 = 0.3204; p = 0.022$).

**Exposure to parents’ cigarettes over the previous week**

Exposure to parents’ cigarettes only, over the previous week, ranged from none to 105 with a median exposure level of 17.5 cigarettes (mean = 23.9). The linear relationship between urine cotinine and memory-based reports was $r = 0.5002$ ($r^2 = 0.2504; p = 0.048$).

**Discussion**

**OVERALL RELIABILITY**

Urine cotinine analyses using urine samples collected under field conditions and analysed using HPLC API-MS/MS were highly reliable. Overall reliability estimates indicate that less than 2% of the observed variance in cotinine was due to measurement error. The standard error of measurement was lowest in sample 2 ($\text{SEM} = 0.004928$ ng/ml in log10 units) and highest for the cotton roll method used in sample 1 ($\text{SEM} = 0.09543$). Consequently, the 95% confidence intervals for specific cotinine measures based on the cotton roll method are larger than those based on the standard method. It appears that in the handling of cotton rolls (soaking, extracting), sources of measurement error were introduced that were not present in the standard collection method. A review of collection and testing methods did not lead to hypotheses that might account for these discrepant cases. Further investigation of individual measures revealed four cases in sample 1, in which the within-subject standard deviation across the four replications exceeded 3 ng/ml, whereas it was less than 1.5 ng/ml for all the others. Thus, it appears that only a subset of cases was influenced by substantial measurement errors, calling for improvements in standardisation of field procedures for collecting, handling, and extracting cotton rolls.
Despite the somewhat lower reliability of cotinine measures collected with the cotton roll procedure, the achieved reliabilities yield a level of measurement precision that should serve well in most field research of low-level ETS exposure in children. Based on the cotton roll method used in this study, a typical exposure level of an infant at 5.66 ng/ml can be reliably distinguished (with 95% confidence) from 3 ng/ml and 9 ng/ml, and an exposure level of 20 ng/ml can be reliably distinguished from 13 and 31 ng/ml.

Whether this level of precision is sufficient depends on the intended use of the measures, the relationship between exposure to cigarettes and urine cotinine, and the dose-response relationship. For instance, if this measure were to be used to screen for infants and children with high ETS exposure—for example, >40.0 ng/ml—the observed margin of error will be small enough to aid in this decision.

If the task is to examine dose-response relationships across a wide range of ETS exposure (as was the case in the present study with reported exposures ranging from 1 to 388 cigarettes per week and urine cotinine ranging from 0.09 to 67.8 ng/ml), the observed precision will also be adequate. However, if the purpose is to examine dose-response relationships carefully within a narrow range of exposure, such as low exposure—5.0 to 10.0 ng/ml, the observed precision may be inadequate. For such a task, the more reliable standard collection method will be the method of choice.

COLLECTION METHOD

Urine cotinine measures do not appear to be systematically influenced by using cotton rolls when collecting urine from infants compared with standard urine collection bags. That is, we found no evidence suggesting a bias in urine cotinine levels caused by the collection methods. Even though this finding has to be interpreted in light of low statistical power, the observed difference (0.78 ng/ml) between the highest and the lowest cotinine means suggest no clinically important difference, especially given the overall reliability of the cotton roll and standard urine cotinine measures.

VALIDITY OF MEMORY-BASED PARENT REPORTS

Memory-based reports of ETS exposure by smoking mothers showed moderately strong linear relationships with urine cotinine levels of their small children. However, this was not the case for reports made by non-smoking mothers who tended to report higher exposure levels than one would expect based on observed cotinine levels. After excluding reports by non-smoking mothers, memory-based reports of total ETS exposure over the previous 48 hours accounted for 40.2% of the variance in urine cotinine levels of their children, and 38.0% for total exposure over the previous week. The corresponding figures for exposure caused by parents alone are 32.0% (previous week) and 25.0% (previous 48 hours).

We suspect that the differential validity of memory-based exposure reports may reflect the operation of several phenomena. First, in homes of smoking mothers, children are likely to be exposed to ETS at closer proximity than in homes where people other than the mothers smoke. Because of the closer proximity, higher urine cotinine levels are observed in children whose mothers contributed to the exposure. That is, mothers may actually give accurate reports of the number of cigarettes smoked in the presence of the child. However, the number of cigarettes smoked in the presence of the child is a more valid indicator of actual exposure (clinically significant inhalation of ETS) in smoking mothers than it is in non-smoking mothers. Second, exposure reports by non-smoking mothers may be inferior because smoking episodes may not be encoded very reliably and because a few but salient exposure episodes may be given too much weight when estimating overall exposure. Third, some non-smoking mothers may exaggerate reports of exposure as a means of influencing a smoker to quit smoking or to reduce the child’s exposure.

Because exposure reports by non-smoking mothers showed no correlation with urine cotinine, their reports attenuated the relationship between urine cotinine and memory-based reports of ETS exposure when analysed together with reports from smoking parents. Thus, it becomes critical to take into account the source for memory-based ETS reports when using such reports for screening purposes in clinical practice, as outcome measures in intervention trials, or in epidemiological field research.

LIMITATIONS AND IMPLICATIONS

First, although our findings provide encouraging support for the reliability of field methods for urine cotinine measures and the validity of memory-based parent reports of the magnitude of ETS exposure, the size and nature of the sample limits the generalisability of our findings to other populations, settings, and interview modalities. Particularly, conclusions about non-smoking parents’ reports were based on a very small number of participants and require further examination. Replications and further investigations of the proposed methods in larger probability samples are clearly indicated.

Second, the strength of the relationship observed in our sample clearly benefited from the observed range of ETS exposure. Excluding reports by non-smoking mothers, approximately 25% of infants and children were reportedly exposed to 14 or more cigarettes and 10% to more than 40 cigarettes over a 48-hour period. In samples with more restricted ranges of exposure, the relationship between number of cigarettes exposed and urine cotinine will be attenuated, and a much larger sample may be required to achieve sufficient statistical power to detect such small relationships.

Third, while we observed moderately strong positive relationships between reported ETS exposure and urine cotinine, the strength of these relationships does not permit accurate
predictions of the urine cotinine levels or the number of cigarettes exposed for an individual subject. That is, while there is general correspondence between urine cotinine and parental reports of exposure (30–40% shared variance), the two measures are far from providing identical information about ETS exposure at the level of the individual person (60–70% of the variance is not shared). To better account for the residual variance, future research has to take into account inter-individual difference variables affecting the uptake, metabolism, and secretion of nicotine as well as limitations in parental reports of ETS exposure—for example, incentives to under or overestimate exposure—and a host of variables characterising in more detail the nature of exposure, such as proximity to exposure source, duration of exposure, ventilation rates, and type of cigarettes.

Fourth, memory-based recall in this study covered the previous 48 hours and the previous week. The 48-hour time frame is particularly appropriate to validate against urine cotinine measures because of the metabolite’s half-life (40–60 hours). Although our findings provide empirical support for the validity of short-term exposure reported by parents, this study does not speak to the validity of longer-term exposure. Fifth, though non-smoking mothers tended to report much higher exposure levels than the urine cotinine of their children suggested, this may not be a fatal flaw in all studies. For some epidemiological studies or clinical trials, this error, if stable, might not preclude the use of memory-based measures as indicators of change or of group differences. One option for dealing with this issue involves augmenting reports from non-smoking parents through collaborating evidence from the smoking parent. Another option relies on statistically modelling the smoking status of the reporting parent through, for instance, the inclusion of covariates such as smoking status of the responding parent. Another strategy would involve asking the non-smoking respondent to report only about directly observed ETS exposure, omitting speculations about ETS exposure while the respondent was absent. These possibilities should be considered in future studies of ETS exposure, especially for families in which the father is the smoker and the mother is the non-smoking caretaker (carer) likely to cooperate in epidemiological studies.

For epidemiological studies to use urine assays in infants, practical means of obtaining urine samples must be available and simple enough for parents or non-professional staff to use. They should also be equally applicable to infant boys and girls. One simple means of obtaining urine samples from infants, without requiring special efforts from parents or distressing the child, involves the placement of cotton rolls in the diaper. Research in other areas has suggested that urine assay results may vary according to collection methods when applied to assessments for infections, antigens, or exposure to illicit drugs. This study suggests that urine expressed from cotton rolls yielded essentially equivalent levels of cotinine when compared with urine collected directly from a collection bag. The present results suggest that cotton rolls are a practical means of obtaining urine samples for cotinine analyses without introducing biased observations.

Cotinine is often regarded as the gold standard measure of tobacco smoke exposure. However, it has been argued that cotinine is not an ideal gold standard for validating questionnaires. Cotinine data do not account for individual differences in physiology, such as metabolic rate, and do not inform when exposures occurred and at what magnitude on each occasion. For disease risk estimation or for behaviour change purposes, it may be critical to determine the patterns in which exposure occurs. Biological measures alone will not provide this information; thus, ultimately, multiple convergent measures including combinations of biological, environmental/observational, and memory-based techniques may be required for ETS studies.

All parents in this study were aware of the urine testing and were told that this test would determine the amount of tobacco smoke to which their infant was exposed. From the literature on the “bogus pipeline” phenomenon, it is known that when subjects are informed—or led to believe—that a self-report (such as number of cigarettes smoked) will be validated against presumably more objective evidence, the validity of the report tends to increase compared with the absence of a presumed objective confirmation. Because all parental reported measures were collected in the context of accompanying urine testing, the observed validity of the memory-based ETS reports cannot be presumed in the absence of a real or “bogus” objective measure that parents could be told would be used to validate their reports of ETS exposure. Further research on the “bogus pipeline” effect on the validity of reported ETS exposure is needed to determine its general utility in clinical and epidemiological studies. Potentially, subjects could be routinely informed of the possibility that their responses may be verified through objective means, and such techniques might be occasionally administered even if assays will not be performed. The combination of memory-based ETS reports with intermittent confirmation by biological assays could set the stage for reliable and valid memory-based measures of ETS exposure that could be used in large-scale studies of tobacco control and for additional explorations of the effects of ETS exposure on health outcomes.
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